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Intro to Jazz- Improvisation 
Exploration 
 
This lesson plan is written as a warm-up exercise, intended to last about 7 minutes. It can 
easily be extended to fill more of a class period, especially if students want to play in 
smaller groupings or individually. Introducing improvisation as a warm-up, especially 
when used frequently, makes it a normal part of a student’s routine and removes any fear 
and mystery that may be associated with playing alone or making up sounds and music. 
 
During this lesson, students will explore their own instruments and become familiar with 
what they can do that is special to their instruments. Additionally, it asks students to 
listen to other instruments and identify sounds that other instruments can do that may be 
difficult for them. Students will work on listening and imitation while getting 
comfortable with their own instruments.  
Context/Setting/Grade Level(s) 
Beginning jazz band 
 
Long term or over-arching goal (include appropriate Standards) 
National Standards: #3 
 
Objective (The students will . . .) 





Modeling (check all that apply): 
___Instrument in hand      ___Conducting      ___Singing     ___Student     ___Media 
Proximity 




     
Classroom Setup 
 
Set up the classroom so students 
are sitting in a circle. Have the 
sections of the band sit together 
(trombones next to trombones, 
trumpets next to trumpets, etc.) 
One quarter (approx.) of the 
circle should consist of the 
normal rhythm section 
arrangement 
Ear Training/Aural Skills 
• Observe/explore sounds of their own instruments 




































• Get students organized in the circle sitting by section 
 
• “Today we are going to see what kinds of different sounds our 
instruments can make! I am going to give you all one minute to play 
around and explore what sorts of sounds we can make without hurting 
our instruments. Everyone is going to play all together. Ready?... GO!” 
 
o  May extend or provide further encouragement if students 
seem hesitant 
 
• “Ok, great! Now let’s listen and see what other instrument groups are 
playing! Trombones and rhythm section will do the same thing we just 
did and saxes will listen to what the trombones are doing and trumpets 
will listen to the rhythm section. Listeners, make sure to pick out your 
favorite sounds! 
o “Saxes and trumpets, can you try to show us on your 
instruments some of the cool sounds you heard the trombones 
and rhythm section make? 
 
• SWITCH GROUPS and do the same. Saxes and trumpets play while 
trombones and rhythm listen. Have listeners show sounds they liked 
 
• “Would any of you like to share a sound that you think is special or 
unique just to your instrument?” 








• Walk around the room 












• Have students make the 
best attempt to imitate 
the sounds they liked 
from the other groups on 
their own instrument, or 
vocally. 
 
• Have students volunteer 
 
• Ask students if they 
were able to make the 
same sounds or if they 
could only make a sound 
that was sort of like it. 
 
 















Intro to Jazz- Improvisation 
Learning the Blues 
 
Context/Setting/Grade Level(s) 
Beginning jazz band 
 
Long term or over-arching goal (include appropriate Standards) 
National Standards: #2, #3 
 
Objective (The students will . . .) 
The students will learn a Bb blues chord progression by learning Bb, Eb and F mixolydian scales and will improvise using each 
of those scales. 
Materials 
Instruments 
Modeling (check all that apply): 
X Instrument in hand      _X__Conducting      ___Singing     ___Student     ___Media 
Proximity 
Walk around the band- Students are set up in a traditional big band format 
 
Instrument Skills 
Swing- articulation  
     
Teaching Devices/Mini-Games 
 
Ear Training/Aural Skills 
• Learn Bb, Eb and F mixolydian by ear 
 
Musical Concept(s) 
• Blues progression 
o Define progression 
o # of measures in a blues 























• “Let’s all play our concert Bb major scale in this pattern (play swung):  
Everyone play that pattern on each pitch. We’ll go up 
and back down.” 
 
 
• “Now we’re going to learn a new scale that is really similar to that one. 
Using the same rhythm on each pitch, I will play two measures then you 
will play. Listen closely for the difference!” 
o Use Scale Resources Ex. 1a. Teacher plays 2 measures, students 
repeat. 
o Students are likely to not all get the lowered 7th (concert Ab) at 
first- Hold the Ab and gesture for them to find it. 
o Continue back down the scale. 
 
• “What’s different about this scale?”  
 








• Listen as students repeat 
pitches back. Repeat as 






• This question forces 
students to analyze what 
they just performed and 
allows the teacher to 
!"i!








































major and Eb major.” 
o For these, play through the major scales just like with Bb, then 
ASK students what note will be changed for the mixolydian 
version of the scale. 
o Feed the mixolydian scale to them two bars at a time then play 
through it all together, ascending and descending 
 
• Write blues progression on the board- see Ex. 3. Combine the two charts, 
putting the actual chord names in parentheses below the roman numerals 
• “This is a blues progression.  
o What is a progression? (series of chords that songs are written 
over) 
o Each of the roman numerals represents the number of the note in 
the scale that that chord is built on 
o In this instance, each chord lasts for 1 measure” 
• “Let’s play through these chord changes, focusing on the roots of the 
chords (Ask students to identify). We will use the same scale rhythm on 
each note in parentheses on the board. Let’s get a percussionist on 
drumset playing a swing pattern and play through these 12 bars until I cut 
you off!” 
 
• While the winds play the scale pattern on the roots of the chords: 
o  teach the piano player the miracle voicing (Ex 5) with comping 
rhythm 4a.   
o have the bass player outline the triads in quarter notes (1 3 5 3) 
or make up a similar, simple walking bass line. 
o Have the guitar player either make up a voicing similar to the 
left hand of the piano miracle voicing or play what the winds are 
playing. 
 
• Cacophony: “Let’s try improvising using the new scales we learned so 
we can play over the chord changes next time.” 
o Loop each chord in the rhythm section while the horns 
improvise over it using the corresponding mixolydian scale 
 
observe which students 
consciously caught the 
difference 













Intro to Jazz- Blues Review 
 
 
This lesson plan is an extension of the “Learning the Blues” lesson. Students 
review the scales that were learned and then take steps towards more 
formally structured improvisation, requiring them to incorporate the scales 
they are learning into their solos. The students are still in the safety net of 
improvising in groups to encourage them to explore without feeling like the 
spotlight is on them too much. At the end of this lesson plan, I have included 
possible additions or extensions to this plan, expanding on what the students 




Beginning jazz band 
 
Long term or over-arching goal (include appropriate Standards) 
National Standards #2, #3 
 
Objective (The students will . . .) 
The students will outline the 3rds and 7ths of the chords in a Bb blues progression while small groups of students improvise 
 
Materials 
Instruments. Pitched/Keyboard instruments for percussionists 
 
Modeling (check all that apply): 
_X__Instrument in hand      ___Conducting      ___Singing     ___Student     ___Media 
Proximity 
Walking around band 
Instrument Skills 
Review mixolydian scales 
     
Set-up 
 
Students are set up in traditional 
big band format. 
 
On the board, write the blues 
progression (Roman numeral 
version 
 
Ear Training/Aural Skills 




































Review last blues lesson and progression on board 
• “What is this thing on the board?” 
• “How many scales did we learn last time?” 
• “What scales were they?” 
 
Teach the “Alternate Scale Pattern” (Ex. 2) by ear, 1 measure at a time. 
Percussionists on mallet instruments 
• “Repeat after me!” 
• Do it for Bb, Eb, and F mixolydian scales 
 
Decipher Roman Numerals 
• “What do the Roman numerals mean?” (Names of chords, scale degree 
on which the chords are built, show us what key we are in: I7= Bb7 = 
Blues in Bb. 
 
Improvising 
• “What are the third and seventh notes in each of our mixolydian scales?” 
o Write on board by the corresponding Roman numerals 
! Bb= D, Ab; Eb= G, Db; F= A, Eb 
• “Let’s play through the progression on the thirds the first time through 
and the sevenths the second time through. We’ll use this rhythm in each 
measure. Repeat after me: (play comping rhythm Ex. 4a)” Drummer on 
set playing a swing pattern. 
 
• “We’re going to break this progression into three 4 bar sections and just 
work on them 4 measures at a time to get comfortable with them. Each 
section will get a chance to improvise as a mini group while the other 
sections play either the third or the seventh in that rhythm we just used.” 
o Piano will improvise with trumpets 
o Guitar will improvise with saxes.  
o Bass will improvise with trombones for this exercise. 
o Show 1, 4, and 5 on fingers to guide students through changes. 
Do 3x per 4 bars per wind section (9x total per 4 measures 
• “Let’s see if we can do the whole form! First time through is the sax 
group, second trombone group, third will be trumpets and fourth will be 
everyone. On the fourth time, rhythm section, do your own comping 





Reflection of Teaching 
Extension 
• Ask for volunteers to make up short backgrounds to teach to their sections by ear. Transpose background so it works for 
each chord. 
• Learn the blues scale 
• Learn the scales and progression for blues in F. 
• Ask for students who may want to solo individually. 
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